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SUMMARY MEDITATION:
away their milk and say I am strong. No, prayer is within you and your strength. You invoke your strength,
Kriya 27:44mn

"Dukh daru sukh rog bhayaa ja sukh tam na hoe."
When you are in pain your prayers become very good. Don't you? Right? O in fever, if I can getup and when you are all
right forget it. Then ask somebody ask you just relax what for?
Don't bother me. Yeah? So, this is the prayer of the self. Do it consciously and this is very simple Sadhana which we are
going to do right now, the Kriya and it will invoke in us, our power of the Jupiter these days I am trying to give you all what
I can do for Jupiter, because it's going to hit soon and there is nothing you can do. Follow? It's not a Jupiter in the heavens
are going to hit and your Jupiter is going to sit home. You know what I mean? You have a Jupiter too, correct, understand?
So, this hand this left hand put it here very, very crazy and put these fingers and put this finger and just move this finger like
those Tibetan, have you seen they
doing this Sadhana they move little bit
and close your eyes and roll it down to
the chin point. Small, small circle this
finger moves, this finger Jupiter finger
only moves. Don't move the entire
hand please and just see the miracle
what happens to you. Close your eyes,
roll down the closed eyes to the tip of
your chin.
Put that tape meditation.
It's a very simple thing. O yeah, you always do it right. You are very well behaved, don't we behave, very good yeah now you
will do it right. Please understand it looks very little, but it's going to be very, very painfully difficult going to go crazy, but
do it right and it will take care of you.
(The Meditation tape is played)
(YB over the tape): Meditate, this is the destiny, it is now between you and now meditate, meditate between you and your
destiny meditate, meditate, meditate. Meditate this is the destiny it is now between you and now meditate, meditate, between
you and your destiny meditate, meditate, meditate.
Side B
(The Tape is continued)
(YB Over the tape): Meditate, this is the destiny, it is now between you and now meditate, meditate between you and your
destiny, meditate, meditate, meditate.
(The tape stops)
(The tape is played)
(YB over the tape): Meditate, this is the destiny, it is now between you and now meditate, meditate between you and your
destiny meditate, meditate, meditate.
(The Tape stops)
YB: Inhale deep hold the breath, meditation is for the health of the brain cells and power to see beyond the human eyes, to
increase the intuition, breathe out. Inhale deep, it gives you the faculty to qualify yourself to be spontaneous. You cannot
avoid aggravation in life, if you are affective breathe out, deeply breathe in again. Jupiter is the strength of rational higher
self, Saturn is the strength of penetrating higher self between two stars you move, breathe out.
Now, please put your shoulders down and put your hands together and relax your body, totally relax, consciously relax. Let
the neck go fall, head fall, just as you are in a mood of a prayer, have no thought, avoid thinking of any thought. Say no to
thought that way you can control your intellect. Anybody who can control once intellect, can become intelligent without any
effort, because intellect releases thousand thought per wink of the eye. It mess you up, you can hold yourself in total
relaxation, extremely relax, let it go. State of thoughtlessness is called shuniya, no thought.
You have no power to bring the spring, you have no power to bring the summer, you cannot bring in fall and neither you
can bring in winter. You are lucky that you have little bit power to make your own little nest to protect yourself against
weathers. You have no power to rotate the earth. Actually technically speaking you have no power. The only power you

have is your misunderstanding between you and your ego and those who have ego have, have no amigo, because that
confines you, that will not give you the strength, that your weakness. What you think is it's just a very, very funny thing what
you think is your power is actually your weakness. When you create a boundary and you wall yourself box yourself into
anything that is where you create a heavy reaction and then you cry, you are left out. Relax in state of thoughtlessness, hang
in there.

LECTURE
What do you mean by when you say mirror? You have a understanding of that word mirror? What is that means?
Student: To reflect.
YB: Reflect what?
Student: (---)
YB: Me the rear all egomaniac, it is also disease what they call Syndroism?
Student: (---)
YB: The people who look in the water all the time look at their face they are self bewitched, me the rear is a very old disease
of a human. me the rear, me is special me, me, me, me, me, me. So, it's called mirroring, your image for your spirit soul. The
same thing which is a disease and which has ruined many lives and shall continue ruing many lives and there are hardly any
escape from it. Me, I, I the individual can also be changed into... I when is changed to we, we is when changed to us, us is
changed to all in these stages man progresses very successful for happiness. These are some stages in which there is no way
in the life that you can ask for a progression of a mission and you can keep your I. Between these two eyes, which you have
if you see it, you can never see to third eye. That's why they says read it between the lines and this progression is very, very
fundamental and man found it from the time and memorial, that the greatest weakness of a human is human self.
Some people are so much into I, me, my family and all that stuff they forget that we are interrelated electromagnetic field.
We have nothing, which is uniquely ours. What we have is I, you, they, then, them, us and there is no such thing that you
cannot sacrifice and you can get anything. It's very difficult for people to sacrifice, but when you sacrifice, it give you sense
of loss and people cannot loose they are very, very ill educated about it, because nobody is taught the law of giving, because
once you give the vacuum fills up and when nature comes to fill up the vacuum, you have always in abundance.
Tonight, we will do a very special meditation which you understand that. It's a very ancient formula and normally Tibetans
adapted it with instrument and tools, you have you seen them doing that? They do it like as we do Jap Mala. We have a Jap
Mala. You know we have rosary, we start going in and Muslim go that way, we go this way. These are all funny things. Some
people switch down and it's on for some people switch up is on. So, we have one hundred and ten watts and they have twotwenty. So we go by the right, they drive by the left. So, we were a British colony, we never wanted to do anything what they
do, but we end up doing more than what they were doing. So, if you understand human nature and study history properly,
you will find the man is a geographical baby, he is a geographical baby and he is always crazy. Just remember that. Man is a?
Students: Geographical baby and always crazy.
YB: Say it again.
Students: Man is a Geographical baby and always crazy.
YB: Why man is a geographical baby and he is always crazy?
First of all you must understand I remains within the focus of I and I is very important and when I acts with I, I forget
many things that we are interrelated electromagnetic field and that's the only way we are alive and when I become through
the power of religion, through the power of association, through the power of confrontation, through the power of politics
and all this it become a geographical territory, it becomes geographical territory. So, man is what?
Students: Geographical territory.
YB: And he is always crazy. So, my geography will clash with other geography. Either you will find out majority of the
borders are either by river or by mountains. Do you understand that? Look at the nation as a whole, look at the world as a
whole, you will be surprised to find out what it is. In two hundred exact some years America has polluted itself to the point
that no nation in the world can do. We are not rich that because, we are very good. Eighty percent of Americans are crazy,
almost crazy can't handle a cup of tea. You understand that? But we are rich in the sense that we have five to ten percent
which every nation has very talented people and we have all the natural resources and we have all the means and we have all
the discovery and we are aggressive.
America is not alive by the Americans, America is alive by the immigrants and immigrants is have-not every have-not
geographically will like to have. When a have-not will like to have, there is a aggressiveness. In that aggressiveness, you will
find this vast country is powerful. But you wait till this all filled in and see where we go. Neighbor will cut the throat of
another neighbor. There is no fight of religion, there is no fight of reality, there is no fight of truth, there is no fight of color,
caste or anything. There is only one fight between the haves and have-not.

There are only two religion. There are three truths and two religions. One religion, religion of the haves, the other religion
of the have not's And there are three truth some is the individual truth, other is the geographical truth, third truth which
rarely somebody has found out that is the infinite truth. Truth the ultimate. Got it, that is sink it? Now you will ask me, why
I am telling this. I am telling you this because you must compete and compare within yourself that for the sake of individual
protection you may sometime actually may be destroying the individual opportunity.
All right, I tell you something very funny. Make a house, put a fence ten feet high don't open the door. Will anybody come?
Will it? So, may be under the eye protection you are not allowing the opportunity to come and answer. You may not be
aware.
So, psychoanalysis of life says there is nothing to be crazy. Where is the secret of happiness? Secret of happiness is God has
created this universe, He creates it, He carries it, He is rotating the planet earth, He take care of the routine. You are here to
observe, observe and obey the law of nature, observe and obey the law of nature. Your nature and the law of nature must
not conflict. Remember I am not a Yogi because somebody gave me a name I am yogi by profession recognized
internationally. I did not obey the law of nature. I became Sikh and I still do not sometime obey the law of nature.
You can call this yogi ego, you can call it neurosis, you can call it anything you want. You can ask any abuse in life. Every
abuse is based on accuse. You have excuse and you accuse there are two thing you should be very careful. You accuse and
you have excuse and excuse is a self-abuse. Be very careful, understand the subtlety of life don't try to understand and live
very gross and insensitively. There is no God but you. You know why you are trying to find God outside than you, have you
any idea? That is your excuse. I am going to find God outside but what is wrong with you, because if you say God is inside
then everything wrong you will, you are consciously then responsible for it. You don't want to take responsibility you are
crazy baby.
So, you say God is outside, I am, I don't know you know God is there. Where? Well I am finding it where you are going to
find God? On one hand you say God is almighty it is everywhere God is this, God is that. On the other hand you say I am
finding God can you believe this? What you are doing is that this is what religion is, in the brightness of the day at midday
you are taking a little candle and somebody say what is this candle for? I am finding my path in this candle.
(Student's laughter)
YB: This is my path finder, I am just finding my path. Now, how can you justify at midday noon when everything is brightly
and possibly to be seen that you lit your little candle and move. Technologically, logically, rationally, psychologically with
prayer with the power of the guidance of the knowledge, if you have everything, repeat the word everything.
Students: Everything.
YB: And you do not know forgiveness, you have nothing. Because, first law of forgiveness is you must forgive yourself.
First law of forgiveness is?
Students: You must forgive yourself.
YB: Giving is God is that true? And giving is forgiving spell it correctly and just read it properly you will find a simple word.
Forgive for, for....
Students: (---)
YB: You don't need a psychologist, you don't need a psychiatrist and you don't need any help and you don't need any God
forgive, forgive, forgive you are born for giving and when you forgive, God shall forgive you. It's a good bargain. Don't
judge your individual psyche when shall lock in the micro-consciousness of the macro existence, you are going to cause such
a burst you do not know, it's arrogance and ignorance. That is what Guru Nanak said, that's what the Sikh way of life was all
about. Learn to be, to be and don't waste time spoiling time in to be not to be. Wrong is wrong, right is right, if whatever
wrong is don't be further wrong, to carry it on. It is your right to forgive wrong.
Once somebody said to a saint, he said, "Baba this man beat you up, you didn't utter a word?"
He said, "No, let my master take care of it."
"Gareeb ko math satha gareeb rodega sunega uska chahaney wala tho jad se kodega"
Don't you ever torture a humble and poor person, because when you torture such a person, when the master of that person
will come to rescue, he will root you up through generations.
"Gareeb ko math satha gareeb rodega sunega uska chahaney wala tho jad se kodega"
If somebody is going for a walk and somebody has a dog, you take a stick and beat the dog up the master will come after
you, you can't even believe it. So, every dog has a collar, never ever try to judge another person. Always try to forgive
another person. Pain is not bad, pain is a challenge, calamity is a challenge, tragedy is a challenge. It give us strength and that
strength comes within our prayer. What is prayer? Prayer is invoking the self. Prayer is not going to the neighbor and taking
away their milk and say I am strong. No, prayer is within you and your strength. You invoke your strength,
"Dukh daru sukh rog bhayaa ja sukh tam na hoe."
When you are in pain your prayers become very good. Don't you? Right? O in fever, if I can getup and when you are all
right forget it. Then ask somebody ask you just relax what for?

Don't bother me. Yeah? So, this is the prayer of the self. Do it consciously and this is very simple Sadhana which we are
going to do right now, the Kriya and it will invoke in us, our power of the Jupiter these days I am trying to give you all what
I can do for Jupiter, because it's going to hit soon and there is nothing you can do. Follow? It's not a Jupiter in the heavens
are going to hit and your Jupiter is going to sit home. You know what I mean? You have a Jupiter too, correct, understand?
So, this hand this left hand put it here very, very crazy and put these fingers and put this finger and just move this finger like
those Tibetan, have you seen they doing this Sadhana they move little bit and close your eyes and roll it down to the chin
point. Small, small circle this finger moves, this finger Jupiter finger only moves. Don't move the entire hand please and just
see the miracle what happens to you. Close your eyes, roll down the closed eyes to the tip of your chin.
Put that tape meditation.
It's a very simple thing. O yeah, you always do it right. You are very well behaved, don't we behave, very good yeah now you
will do it right. Please understand it looks very little, but it's going to be very, very painfully difficult going to go crazy, but
do it right and it will take care of you.
(The Meditation tape is played)
(YB over the tape): Meditate, this is the destiny, it is now between you and now meditate, meditate between you and your
destiny meditate, meditate, meditate. Meditate this is the destiny it is now between you and now meditate, meditate, between
you and your destiny meditate, meditate, meditate.
Side B
(The Tape is continued)
(YB Over the tape): Meditate, this is the destiny, it is now between you and now meditate, meditate between you and your
destiny, meditate, meditate, meditate.
(The tape stops)
(The tape is played)
(YB over the tape): Meditate, this is the destiny, it is now between you and now meditate, meditate between you and your
destiny meditate, meditate, meditate.
(The Tape stops)
YB: Inhale deep hold the breath, meditation is for the health of the brain cells and power to see beyond the human eyes, to
increase the intuition, breathe out. Inhale deep, it gives you the faculty to qualify yourself to be spontaneous. You cannot
avoid aggravation in life, if you are affective breathe out, deeply breathe in again. Jupiter is the strength of rational higher
self, Saturn is the strength of penetrating higher self between two stars you move, breathe out.
Now, please put your shoulders down and put your hands together and relax your body, totally relax, consciously relax. Let
the neck go fall, head fall, just as you are in a mood of a prayer, have no thought, avoid thinking of any thought. Say no to
thought that way you can control your intellect. Anybody who can control once intellect, can become intelligent without any
effort, because intellect releases thousand thought per wink of the eye. It mess you up, you can hold yourself in total
relaxation, extremely relax, let it go. State of thoughtlessness is called shuniya, no thought.
You have no power to bring the spring, you have no power to bring the summer, you cannot bring in fall and neither you
can bring in winter. You are lucky that you have little bit power to make your own little nest to protect yourself against
weathers. You have no power to rotate the earth. Actually technically speaking you have no power. The only power you
have is your misunderstanding between you and your ego and those who have ego have, have no amigo, because that
confines you, that will not give you the strength, that your weakness. What you think is it's just a very, very funny thing what
you think is your power is actually your weakness. When you create a boundary and you wall yourself box yourself into
anything that is where you create a heavy reaction and then you cry, you are left out. Relax in state of thoughtlessness, hang
in there. Now, may the longtime sun...
(The class sings 'May the longtime...')
YB: Oh my blessed soul move on the path of the journey of life, be kind compassionate and caring. So that you can be
beautiful, bountiful and in a bliss and if you cannot see God in all you cannot see God at all, all God is. In every walk, in
every corner, in every sight, it is His will, which prevails and it is my will, which must obey the will of my lord. Let us all pray
for the peace, peace of mind, peace of our mankind, peace for planet earth, peace to those who are suffering, strength to
those who are baring and salute to those who have gone before us in grace. In this moment, resurrect to the height of
infinity and spread yourself into the kindness, with everything which is living, which is surrounding and reach yourself with
the blessing of heavens and earth with the light of sun and moon and the very light of your own soul, the source of your
living self.
Sat Nam.
YB: I understand, it's a long weekend that's true? And you all have plans right? Correct? Do something better then you can
think you can do. We will see you on Sunday is that true, possible?
(Student's laughter)
YB: Hey little, how are you?

(The meditation tape is played)
(The tape stops)
Student: This is a poem...
YB: Listen.
Student: It's an older poem but, it's going to be on the book. I actually wrote it when I lived in Rome. It's called
commitment. Commitment is the answer, commitment is the life, commitment is the lover and commitment is the wife.
Without commitment love will be lost, commitment is the payment and commitment the cost. Love is the power that makes
saints of men, commitment is the reason the saints never bend. Duty is my sovereign, Dharma my banner, meditation my
origin and Sadhana my hammer. Life is for growing, God is for loving, love is for knowing, commitment is the answer.
(Students' clapping)
YB: He is getting better and better.
Student: You give the introduction.
Student: We have some guests. Now, hold this.
Student: I think you need it.
Student: I like to introduce you to Dr. Alberto Rubello, he comes from Nicaragua with my brother-in-law Pinofedle, they
came here all the way from Nicaragua to meet with us and the Siri Singh Sahib. We can give our hands for them.
(Students' clapping)
Student: It's very difficult for me because I don't speak in English, they will. I come from Nicaragua and it's for me official
and I am here with the grand maestro and my brother.
Student: You can speak in Italian. He is speaks with Italian.
Low voice...
Student: It's very honor to be with us. He came here looking for light and he feels very serene and good to be with us today.
Thank you.
(Students' clapping)
Student: He is running for a President of Nicaragua for 1996.
(Students' clapping)
Low voice...
(Student's laughter)
YB: This is a very, this is a very humble place and this community has been here from last twenty-five years and I hope you
will be kind to come during the day and enjoy the surroundings. And tomorrow is what Thursday?
Student: (---)
YB: You are coming to lunch tomorrow and this is the public relation officer, so she will show you around.
You are just distributing for what? Come here. What is this, what this all about?
The class sings: (Happy birthday to you)
YB: And many more, it is your birthday?
Student: (---)
YB: Your birthday?
Student: Yeah.
YB: Blessing, blessing, blessing. May your life be as sweet as cookies.
(Student's laughter)
How are you son?
Conversation...

